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EVOLUTION VS. FUNDAMENTALISM

(continued)

Another question arises in this connection. Wlio was it

with wliom God was speaking so freely throughout the first

day of creation? Was he talking to himself? Or, was he

speaking to other Gods like himself? Indeed, one is inclined

to believe the latter is the explanation; for note the following:

"And the Lord God said. Behold, the man (referring to Adam
after he had eaten of tlie tree of knowleilge) is become as one

of us, to know good and evil ; and now, lest he put forth his

hand, and take also of tiie tree of life, and eat, and live for-

ever; therefore the Lord God sent him forth from the garden

of Eden, to till the ground from whence he was taken. So lie

drove out the man;" etc.

This evidently was to prevent him from eating of "the tree

of life", and thereby, "live forever". He had already eaten of

the tree of knowledge, and thereby hatl become as "one of L'S".

These are the words of God, according to Moses. Will his

desccndent, .Moses, please tell us whom CJod meant by "L'S"?

H(; was speaking of himself, for one, because he uses tlit" sec-

ond person. IS. And whoever else it may have been, to make

up the jjlural, it was someone or more who were on a par with

God—or, at any rate, associated with him. It is also clear

that his associate, or associates, like himself, would "live for-

e\('r". Ciod evidently did not waul ,\dam to "live forever";

artd he knew thai if the man u.is jxriiiit led lo remain in the
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garden, he would surely eat of the "tree of life"—just as he

had eaten of the tree of knowledge of good and evil—and

would do the very thing he did not want, namely, "live for-

ever". And this was his pretext for driving Adam out of the

garden.

Since we are endeavoring to know the Truth of the biblical

narrative of the origin of human life upon this planet, as told

by Moses in the book of Genesis, it is of importance for us to

consider, with the utmost care, the following items:

1. "God" is the Creative Intelligence to whom Moses

refers throughout the entire first chapter of Genesis. It was

"God" who created the heaven and the earth. It was the

Spirit of "God" that moved upon the face of the water. It

was "God" who said
—

"Let there be light". It was "God"

who continued the work of creation. It was "God" who "cre-

ated man in his own image" and gave "them" dominion over

"every living thing that moveth upon the earth".

2. It was the "Lord" God who carried on the creative

work narrated in chapter II. In chapter I, it was "God" who

"created" man, etc. In chapter II, it was "the Lord God"

who "formed men of the dust of the ground, breathed into his

nostrils the breath of life" and made him "a living soul". It

was "the Lord God" who planted the garden of Eden, made

every tree to grow—including the tree of life and the tree of

knowledge of good and evil—pub "the man" (later called

Adam) into the garden, told him what to eat and what not,

made woman, etc.

It seems important for us to know whether the "God" who

"created man in his own image" (in chapter I) is the same

individual as "the Lord God" who, (in chapter II) formed

man of the dust of the ground, etc. Moses does not tell us.

Here he leaves us to take something for granted—which is not

the method of a good historian. For reasons which will fol-

low, there are intelligent students of biblical history who are

convinced that "God" and "the Lord God" are two different

and distinct Creative Intelligences; and that "the Lord God"

must have been the individual (or one of them, at least) to

whom "God" was speaking so freely and confidentially during
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the entire first day of creation—narrated in chapter I of

Genesis.

Likewise, it must have been "God" to whom "the Lonl

God" was speaking (in cliapter II) when he said: "Behold,

the man (Adam) is become as one of us, to know good and

evil; and now lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the

tree of life, and eat, and live forever, therefore the Lord God

sent him forth from the garden of Eden'. In fact, "drove out

the man"—and fixed things so that nobody thereafter would be

able to get to the tree of life, eat of its fruit and "become as

one of us"—and "live forever".

The significance of this will appear if we follow Moses a

little further in his narrative of historic events, as they oc-

curred.

In chapter IV. he tells us that Adam and Kve reared a

family of two sons. Cain and Abel. Up to this time four peo-

ple constituted the entire population of the earth.

Then Cain slew Abel, his brother, thus reducing the popu-

lation of the planet to three, namely, Adam, Eve and Cain.

And the "Lord" (note this change of personality) pro-

nounced a curse upon Cain, and drove him out "from the face

of the earth", a fugitive and a vagabond. Hut now note what

happens:

"Cain went out from the presence of the "Lord" (note),

ami dwelt in the land of Nod, on the east of Eden". Here

"Cain knew his w;/^"—and she bore him a son. "Enoch" .

Here is something I am asking the wisest Modern Moses

„f l,.<lay personally to answer—because his jM-ogcnilor. Moses,

is not where he is available as a witness:

1. Whom did Cain marry? Or,

2. Who was the mother of his scm, Enoch?

We know l^rettv much all about the lineage and i)cdigrce of

the human ra<-c from Enoch down to the ^rodcrn iMimlanwn-

talisl, but Moses has l)retty thoroughly scrambl.-.l tli- rrconl

and messed up the family tree in trying to get Cain olT on ihc

right foot in his business of "bcg.lting" the human race.

According to the r.-conl whi.h Moses gives us in Genesis,

there wasn't a human s„nl up..n the .aril, for Cain I., n.arry.

8
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or to make the mother of his son, Enocli. How, tlien, did

Knoc'li come into physical existence? Moses tells us, witiiout

equivocation, that Cain's "wife" conceived and "bear Enoch".

This makes one important fact very clear, namely, that Enoch

was not created, but came into physical life through the regu-

lar, normal process of physical birth. Hence, we are abso-

lutely safe in declaring that he had a physical mother.

But, we know absolutely, according to Genesis, that there

was no human woman on earth at the time who could possibly

have been the mother of Enoch. The simple fact, therefore, is

that the mother of Enoch was not a woman. What else, then,

could she have been? There is but one answer— an AN-
THROPOID APE—or, the "missing link" for which physical

evolutionists of all times have been seeking.

But what does this mean ? Nothing more and nothing less

than the fact that this admits the evolution of the human race

from a lower form of animal life-—the monkey—into the scheme

of "Creation".

Not only this, the Bible itself is the authority which estab-

lishes Evolution as a definite part of the scheme of creation

;

and Moses is tlie man. as weli as the historian, who introduces

evolution into the record and gives it a place which all the

"fundamentalists" in Tennessee or throughout the world can

never so much as disturb.

Let it be noted that in this tlie Bible goes farther than

Evolutionists have ever dared to go in its efforts to eslablish

Evolution as Nature's plan in action.

That is, the narration of the story of creation by Moses

establishes, beyond all question the fact that the mother of

Enoch was the missing link in evolution. Whereas the Evolu-

tionists are still seeking for that individual.

Up to this point my purpose has been to show that the bib-

lical narrative of the origin of man upon the earth, as given in

the book of Genesis, is not an authentic account of the facts,

nor an accurate historic document. It must be left to the intel-

ligent reader to determine whether I have succeeded.

I now desire to make amends, so far as may be possible, by

removing the flavor or error, mistake and falsehood from the
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consciousness of ray readers, and substituting therefor the pre-

sentation of the subject of "Evolution" tliat represents the

views of the Great School of Natural Science, as well as many

of the greatest scientists of the world, and many of the lay

students of the subject who have thought deeply upon every

phase of man's origin and destiny. I am presuming to venture

upon this particular aspect of evolution, because, as a lawyer,

and a consistent student of every phase of science, philosophy

and religion, I have found no solution of the Great Problem

that appeals so irresistably to my intelligence, my sense

logic, my reason, my intuitions, my sympathies, my under-

standing and mv sense of the "eternal fitness of things" as this

scheme of evolution I sliall endeavor to present in its briefest

possible form. In this article I cannot hope to do more than

present the bare fundamentals, without attempting to link

them up into an imbrokcn system by the detailed facts of sci-

ence that are available and entirely adequate for that purpose.

Witli this apology for what nuist necessarily appear to be

an incomplete statement of the subject, let me proceed with

the im):)erfect outline, as follows:

There are four "Life l-'lements" in Nature. These are the

Klcctro-Maf/netic, the J "ito-Chemical, the Spiritual and the

Soul Life Klements.

These Life Klements are universal in time and sj)ace, anil

give rise to the four kingdoms of Nature, the mineral, the veg-

etable, the animal and the human.

Kach Life I'dement governs a kingdom of Nature entirely

distinct in physical appearance, characteristics, capacities and

activities.

Kleclro-Mufftu'lism, the lowest Life l*'Icmcnt, vitalizes min-

eral .substances and tlisplays merely the ))()wers of union, coIr>-

sioii ;ind aggregation.

The I'ito-Chi'micnl Life Element vitalizes and vivifies vege-

table subslaiicc, and governs a higher form of life and activity.

In ;i<ldit i()?i to the iOrnitr. it possesses the addid power of

irrowlli and organization, and generates new forms.

Till- Spiritual Life LIrineut generates a still higher form

of lire, .\ninial life is a dislinct advance upon the vegetable.
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In addition to those of the two lower kingdoms, it possesses

the capacities and powers of sensation, intuition and volition.

Tlie Soul Elemenl, the liighest and most subtle known to

science, vitalizes, animates and inspires the kingdom of man.

Here arc found the capacities and powers of all the three lower

kingdoms, with something added. In this kingdonv alone are

found self-consciousness, rational intelligence, morality, altru-

ism, and a free and independent will power.

The two lower Life I'.Iements are the only two which move

at a rate of vibration so low as to come witliin the range of

physical experiment.

There is a principle in Nature which impels every entit}'

to seek vibratory correspondence with another like entity of

opposite jDolarity. This is the evolutionary principle back of

all material, from the lowest to the highest, which sets in mo-

tion the activities of the indi> idual particles, resulting in the

refinement of the particles themselves and an increase in the

rapidity of their vibratory action.

As the material of a lower kingdom, or individual, becomes

refined under the operation of this principle, it reaches a point

where its activities coordinate with those of the next higher

Life Element, and it takes on the conditions of the higher

kingdom. For illustration, wlien the material of the mineral

kingdom, or any part of it. becomes refined to a point where it

can coordinate with the vito-cliemical life element, it takes on

the form of the cell as its unit of aggregation, instead of the

crystal. When the material of a vegetable, or any part of the

vegetable kingdom, becomes refined to a point where it coor-

dinates with the spiritual life element its individual units of

aggregation become nucleated animal cells, and its individual

forms possess the power of locomotion and sensation.

But Nature all the while is developing the individual intel-

ligence back of the visible physical forms.

The intelligence becomes partially individualized in the

vegetable. It becomes much more highly developed in the

animal, and is developed to its highest powers and capacities

in man.

In order not to offend the intelligence or the religious prej-

6
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udices of those who call themselves Christians or Fundamen-

talists, let me call attention to the fact (see Math, lo, 13;

Mark 8, 27; Luke 9,18) that the Bible distinctly recognizes

the doctrine of Reincarnation as a possibility, or even a fact of

Nature. This doctrine is recognized and accepted by those

scientists who accept this exposition of evolution. Its vital

importance will be appreciated when it is known that it con-

stitutes the foundation of the method by which the evolution is

worked out.

When an individual, for instance, of the animal kingdom

has reached the limit of its evolution in that kingdom, it has

thereby attained to a degree of refinement which enables it to

coordinate with the life element of the next higlier kingdom,

the soul element of man.

From this point forward it will not be difficult to under-

stand that the evolutionary process, insofar as the Individual

Intelligence is concerned, is a Spiriiual process. True, it is

accompanied by the modification and phenomena of jihysical

Nature which accompany the spiritual unfoldment.

When physical death takes an animal the physical form

dissolves and is resolved back into its original element. ("Dust

thou art, and unto dust thou shalt return." Gen. 3, 19.) But

the sj)iritual life element within it enables it to persist ui)on

the spiritual side of life. In due course of time, when it comes

to reincarnate again, its spiritual organism coordinates with

the soul life element in man, and when it appears ujion the

j)hysical plane of life again, it has crossed the "great divide"

between the two kingdoms of Naturt—the animal aiul the

human— and it apj)ears upon the lowest round of human life.

licar in mind, however, that this transition from animal to

man occurred on the spiritual side of life, or at a |)oinl where

the spiritual life clement of the animal coordinated with tlu>

sold life clement of man. and became a li\ing human being.

Wlicii it disappeared from I lie physical ))lane, its form was

that of an animal. When it reappears upon the phvsieal plane

its physical form is thai of a hiunan being. Henee, it will l)e

ob.served I here is no inlcrmcdiaie form between that of the

animal and that of man.
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This will make clear why it was that neither Darwin nor

any of his contemporary scientists and evolutionists are able to

discover a physical "missing link".

From this point forward, each physical death, the scientists

tell us, only prepares it to reincarnate upon a higher round of

human life. Wc are told that it goes on, following out this

c\()lutionary plan imtil it has attained, in its individual unfold-

mcnt, to the highest possible limit of human evolutionary un-

foldmcnt u])on this planet. This would mean that it has l>e-

comc the highest type of man.

What then becomes of it ? Here the scientist begins to

hedge for he can go no further. If he were asked what be-

comes of the evolving individual intelligence, he coud only

reply: "God alone can answer that question."

This gives a very brief and imperfect outline of the evolu-

tionary theory to which I have referred, and by means of

which Nature is supposed to evolve an Individual Intelligence.

Modern scientists assume that evolution is, therefore, a strictly

spiritual problem. They claim that it does not involve the evo-

lution of a physical organism from the amoeba, through the

monkey to man. Their theory holds that every individual

physical organism, from the lowest to the highest, has its nat-

ural place in the evolution of an Individual Intelligence and

that each one becomes a "little refinery" through which the

Individual Intelligence passes on its upward evolutionary jour-

ney. Under this theory the infinite number and variety of

physical organisms which make up the organic physical world,

become a great mechanical device whose purpose is to complete

the evolution of an "Individual Intelligence '—and not a phys-

ical form.

In conclusion let me add that I believe a study of this sci-

entific theory, free from prejudice, will answer every objection

the most rabid "fundamentalist" may raise upon the subject.

Your Elder Brother,

J. E. Richardson, TK.
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From the J^alley of the Pines

PINE NEEDLES
By Joseph A. Sadony

PROGRESS
Man loses sight

Of that stupendous law of Progress.

He thinks Progress will not go on,

Without his egotistical activity;

And is startled into realization

Only when he sees himself engulfed

And strangled by the achievements

Of the younger generation,

Whicli ever settle about Old Age.

SANITY
Measure your sanity

By how long your imagination

Can remain within the walls

Of common sense and reason.

PRUDENCE
If you will achieve,

Do not barter your first-born

For provisions on your journey.

For then you will have sold

Your next year's harvest.

TOWARD P ERFECTION
Do well, and conquer your work,

However menial,

And you will have done

What Christ did,

Wlicn He died upon the Cross.

And for Llic same purpose.

DISCIPLINE
He who will succeed and be liaj>py,

Must first understand discipline,

And live under its rule.

9
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PRAYER
He who prays

Is benefitted more by praying

Than in liaving his prayer answered.

PERFECTION
To believe in a God

Is the most perfect principle

To attain perfection.

To imitate a God,

The quickest way to attain that which we seek.

For it is the wish itself

Clothed in reality

Which but strives to manifest itself

Through Faith,

In its own individuality.

APPRECIATION
The moment a child plays

With his spoon when eating,

It is time to take the food away.

And so Fate deals with us ail.

The moment we neglect our possessions

By lack of appreciation,

—

Some one comes along to claim them.

THE HARVEST
Which plant or bulb in the human gardeii

Do you water and cultivate most.^*

What blossoms are most pleasing to you ?

Cultivate all.

Until each blooms

To your own satisfaction;

And then you will KNOW
What constitutes your creation.

BELIEF
How do you believe in God .''

Why do you believe in God ?

When do you believe in God .''

i
'0
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SELFLESSNESS

Most everyone of us. as we have run the gantlet of Oriental

religions and philosophies to our present haven of Natural

Science, has read or heard the injunction:

"Attain Selflessness—the goal of the Initiate."

Many of us have studied the meaning of the term and con-

vinced ourselves that wc immediately must begin the role of

discipline and attain the idyllic state of Selflessness. Others

of us have for years been struggling with and against Self, to

reach this state of impersonal, inconsequential inanity, and

liave become discouraged witli our lack of progress. And we

have wondered why our efforts were so fraught with disap-

pointment. If the Orientals have attained that goal, why can-

not we?

Let us analyze Selflessness from the standpoint of the

Great School and determine wlierein lies the fault.

Selflessness is the quality of having no regard for self.

It means: self-abnegation. self-martyrd<im. self-renunciation,

.self-annihilation, .self-denial—underlying all of which is the

attitude of Soul that impels one to ignore and set aside Self in

the interests of and for other people or things. It is an atti-

tude which belittles Self. It is an attitude which eliminates

Self entirely as being of any value. It is the natural basis of

Intellectual Nihilism. It lliercforc is a Soul AUiluclr of

Ncffation.

Any practical working philosophy of life must cover all

phases and elements of humanity. It niu.st involve the individ-

ual who is an integral part of humanity. The philosoiihy of

Natural Scirnce leaches us. and has as one of its basic l-.ncts,

the Law of Individual Life. It prouiolcs constructive Self-

rnfoldincnt, Self-Analysis, Self-Growth. Sclf-ncvelopmcnf

for the greater good of the individual in particular, and for

humanity in general. Il teaches the I'rin, ipl.' ..f individual

Life. It encourages the study of the Individual, or .S'r//- Invo-

lution. SKLr is an undeniable aiul constructive fad of Xalure.

HO why ignore it, or .set it a.side. or annihilate it?

11
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Self-Unfoldment, Self-Growth, Self-Development, Self-

Control lead one along the upgrade road to Light and Knowl-

edge. It is an important and vital element in the Law of Serv-

ice, as well as Kvoliition. Why belittle it?

Self-Unfoldment is a positive Soul attitude which leads to

action, knowledge and light. Selflessness is a Soul attitude

of negation which leads to inertia, suppression and stagnation.

They are difierent in essentials.

But—constructive Self-Unfoldment does not mean Selfish-

ness. Self-Unfoldment for one's own gratification, his own

personal development regardless of others, is Selfishness and is

destructive. Therefore, in constructive Self-Unfoldment, Self-

ishness may not exist. But this does not mean Selflessness.

However, in contructive unfoldment Unselfishness must exist.

It is a vital element of it.

It is herein lies the misinterpretation of "Selflessness".

Our Western interpreters of Oriental philosophies preach and

teach Selflessness—while in reality the true Orientals teach

Unselfishness. It is a matter of misinterpretation and misuse

of words.

Let us difi'erentiate between these three terms-— Selfless-

ness, Selfishness and Unselfishness—by means of an illustra-

tion :

Take a family consisting of the father, mother and three

children. The first child, a daughter, is a Selfless child. She

has no thought whatever of herself. She devotes all her ener-

gies, her time and personal effort to the other members of the

family. She accepts the role of menial for the other four.

She has no thought of her own self-unfoldment, her self-

improvement, her self-completion, or her Individual Evolution.

She assrumes the negative attitude of a mere servant in the

household, with n(> thought of Self- Responsibility. She makes

no eflFort to improve herself because she is too busy obeying the

orders of the other members of the family. She does not re-

gard herself as an inte<iral part of the household. She does

not see herself as on. of the individual units of which it is

composed. She meekly ai cepts the tasks laid upon her, in the

12
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spirit of a Martyr. And her place in the world is exactly

what she makes of herself in the family. She is a nonentity, a

human negation. The end of her life is nothingness, due to the

Selfless attitude and selfless state of being.

The second child, the Selfish one, thinks only of himself

He regards his father and mother only as the source of supply

from which he can obtain whatever he desires for the gratifica-

tion of himself. He has not thought of the others, except to

use them just as far as l;e can. He sees himself as the one and

only unit of the household that is worthy of his consideration.

He is the Receiver of the family. He never Gives. He lives

the life of a parasite, by sapping the vitality of all the others.

that he alone may enjoy life. He typifies pure Selfishness.

He lives only for Self.

The third child is the truly Unselfish one. This boy re-

spects himself, but he docs not set Self above others. He

recognizes that he has responsibilities to each and all the olher

members of the family. He sees himself a unit that has a

place to fill. He realizes that he, as an individual, has duties

and responsibilities to all the others; but that he also has an

equal rcsi^onsibility to liimself. He accepts the duties he owes

to all the others, and he assumes his responsibility to Self. He

docs not impose on the Selfless sister; neither does he allow the

selfish brother to impose on Ijim. In other words, he recog-

nizes his full responsibility to each, and fulfils it to thi- bi-st of

his knowledge. He knows that, to be a healthy unit in the

liousehold, lie must improve himself. He must attain for him-

self the full stature of a man in every sense. He cheerfully

helps to care for the father and inolhcr wlio bore him. He

docs everything j)ossible for liis brother aiul sister. He tries

to help theui to be self-reliant and to mak*' the most of their

abilities and opportiniitics. He is readv to deny liiuiself pleas-

ures and l)enefits when he knows tliat the others need I hem nu)re

than he. He lives for the entire fdniili/ himself included.

He is ready to go on foot atid out of his way t(» serve the olli

<rs whenever he feels that they are entitled to his services.

His servii-e is Iriselfisli. in that it is rendered willioiil llioiiglit

of n-ward.

18
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Selflessness is negative and unreasoning. Unselfishness is

positive and reasoning.

It is difficult to find an antithetical word for Selflessness

—

a word to express the due and proper appreciation of, and con-

structive attitude toward Self. But, the determining element

which differentiates a Selfless person from an Unselfish person

are the Spirit and Attitude of Soul of the individual.

As a student of the Great School's philosophy, an individ-

ual must e.Kcmplify the Law of Self in his Self-Unfoldment,

Self-Reliance, Self-Analysis, Self-Control and Self-Comple-

tion. Self-progression is everywhere. He cannot deny, set

aside, nor ignore Self, and conscientiously exemplify a philos-

ophy whose basic tenet is Individual Life, or Self-Evolution.

The principle of Selflessness as generally interpreted, is a

direct antitliesis of the teachings of Natural Science; therefore,

as a goal of achievement, Selflessness cannot exist for one who

desires to become a representative of this definite and exact

science of Life and Living.

When I first read The Great Work, the Principle of Indi-

vidual Life, and the constructive elevation of Self made the

greatest appeal to me and turned me face about to develop

respect for myself as an Individual Intelligence. It always

has been tlie shining inspiration to me, in direct contrast to my
early religious training wherein I was tauglit Self-Surrender

and Self-Abasement.

No, the idea of Selflessness, as taught by the average West-

ern interpreter of Oriental philosophy, never has appealed to

me, as that would have taken from me my greatest inspiration

to Self-Unfoldment, for the purpose of greater service to

Humanity.

And this is the reason—perhaps in many cases an uncon-

scious one—why so many of us, as we travelled the way, have

been unable to re adi the goal which we had sighted—the goal

of Selflessness; lor it is a goal not in harmony with Nature's

plan, and contrary to Nature's purpose. The basis of all life,

as well as all Nature, is action and not inertia.

Selflessness is Psycliic Inertia and Inanity. And who of us

is seeking these? Noneta Richardson.

14
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WHAT IS FACT?

The following interesting answers have come to me. m

response to the above question; which proves to me that the

Students and Friends, through their efforts to answer tlie ques-

tions of the New Departure, are improving in scientitic expres-

sion and delving deeper down to the principle involved. This

is verv gratifying; and I know there are many, many of our

readers who conscientiously work out their own definitions each

month, but do not send them in because of a certain lack of

confidence they have in their own abilities.

Let me drop a word of encouragement in this connection

:

Each individual reader who conscientiously uses his in'cll:-

gence in his search for the scientific definition is just as likL-ly

to formulate something that is of profound importance to the

Work, as any other individual, however wise he may be. There-

fore, let me admonish you not to withhold your efforts to for-

mulate a correct definition, because of any hesitancy as to the

value of vour work. Please send in your answers and know

that in so doing you are doing me a personal favor for which I

.shall always be very grateful.

"A Fact is the foundation in truth of an established, scien-

tific acknowledged premise accepted by human intelligence as

Knowledge." (H. H.)

"A Fact is a true state of things—physical, moral, mental,

spiritual or psychical- proven scientifically to exist, as such, as

dilierentiated from things believed and .mproven." (J. C.)

"Is the exact state of exi.stencc <.f auylliing in any of the

d.partments of Nature." (C. M.)

"Fact is a natural condition, relation or plunom.na. s<ien-

tifically demonstrable ba.sed upon tl.r logi.al se.iuence eslab-

li.shed bv Truth." (G. W.)

"Facts are the true conditions an.l r.lalionsl.ips of natural

piu tmmena-phy.sical, spiritual, p.sychical. menial or n.oral

tipon every ])lane of life and action." (A. P.)

"Facts are the diseovered or undiscoven-d resullauls ..f ti.e

aition of Nature's priiitipNs upon Matlir.'" ( \\ H. M.)

16
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"Fact is the soul's acceptance and recognition of an accom-

plished Truth, or thing done." (A. B.)

"Fact is the established Manifestation, Operation and Rela-

tionship of Nature's Constructive and Destructive Principle.

"In its operation this is evidenced by the Laws, Principles,

Forces, Activities, Powers and Conditions of 'Nature', 'Life',

and 'Intelligence'." (C. G. R.)

"A Fact is an item of Nature, on any plane of life—the

Truth of which has been demonstrated and verified by at least

one individual intelligence. Thus you will note I do not con-

sider that all Facts necessarily require human intelligence for

their demonstration; they may be demonstrated by spiritual

intelligences, or ex-humans. If an item of Nature has never

been demonstrated as Truth by any individual intelligence, it

is a mere opinion or belief, and I do not hold that it should

even be properly classified as an alleged 'Fact', unless there

are substantial grounds for the claim that it can be properh^

demonstrated in the future." (R. P. F. G.)

(Comparing this with the official answer note that this

Friend and Student has defined a "scientific Fact"—not a mere

Fact.—Editor.)

"Exact and definite knowledge of a thing proven to be true.

Data." (A. McI.)

"Fact is the established relationship in time and space

of any event in Nature, with all other events in Nature."

(A. C. N.)

"According to my present limited understanding. Fact is

anj'thing in Nature that can be recognized, analyzed, detc.*-

mined, and in other ways sensed, by means of the five physical

senses on the physical plane, and through the channels of the

five spiritual senses on the spiritual plane." (G. P. B.)

"That wliicli is, irrespective of it being recognized or ac-

cepted." (B. R. P.)

"Fact is plitnomena, scientifically true, which comes within

the understanding or conscious comprehension of individual

intelligence." (E. W. H.)

The Great School's definition:

"Fact is anytliiiig that is."

16
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Verj' simple, is it not ? I can see some of my readers smil-

ing as they read this; but before the smile becomes a laugh,

stop and think it over; stud}"^ it; analyze it; and see if you car.

find anything in Nature not covered by the definition—and let

me know if you do.

Next question for solution: Differentiate between Posses-

sion, Ownership and Use.

Your Elder Brother,

TK.

THIS HOUR

Bif K. A. W. H.

What does this hour hold for me?

How can I know, since into

God's purpose I may not peer ?

The past has gone,

The future not come:

Tliis hour alone is mine, j^rcgnant with

Opportunity; holding the magic Kl*'/Y,

To all that is to be

—

—and I will

—

Look Well To J'his Hour.

17
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THE ANGEL
By Abbie Gerrish-Jones

Had I to live it o'er again
i

Right from the start,

—

The hours of stress, of grief and pain,

Of wounds that smart,

—

I wonder if 'twould be the same

Old life again.

I wonder if each path I'd take with eager heart

Unthinking; thus my choice to make,

To choose my part,

And cast my very all,—the stake

For Love's dear sake.

The Page of Life must needs be writ.

The song be sung;

And Souls be tempered, tuned and fit,

Ere we are done.

The lamp of wisdom trimmed and lit,

We read what's writ.

So, though the lash may cut and flay,—the iron burn.

There dawns for us another day.

The page will turn,

The "Writing Finger" pause, and stay upon its way.

And then, the Finger points, and Lo !

What seemed a wrong

That once had crushed and wounded so.

Is turned to song.

The toilsome way, so rough, so slow, so liard to go.

We'll find has led us to the Crest.

Our very pain

A Holy Angel, that has blest with richest gain
;

That gave us strength to meet each test,- -

Our faithful guest.

So, could I live them o'er again,—the days agone,

—

I would not chafe at loss or gain,

Or burden borne,

But count it all as richest gain.

And bless my pain.
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HONESTY IN MOTHERHOOD

"Honesty is the best policy"—an old and time-Morn adage,

but as actively and potently true today as it was the day it was

first penned. Its application and its spirit apply as much to

us of this day and age as to those who lived when it was first

written.

"Truth is the established relation ichich the facts of Xa.iirc

sustain to each other and to the individual intelligence, or soul,

of Man."

This definition—from the School of Natural Science-

-

more than all others, expresses the true significance of what wc

term Truth. Because of what it has meant to me in tlie solu-

tion of my problems. I give it to my readers, that tliey may

study it and possibly derive some light from it as they travel

their road to the goal of individual wifehood, motherhood and

womanhood.

Honesty is living our lives, in both words and actions, in

conformity with the essential principle of Truth. I'-xpressed

in another form, it is tlic constructive exemplification of Truth

in individual life.

Dishonesty is the conscious and intentional evasion or vio-

lation of the great principle of Truth.

In the early part of this work, in our study of "Individual-

ity", it developed that every individual being is created by

Nature distinctly different from every other individual soul

Kvery individual has his own standard and ideals of life.

Likewise, everyone must have his own standard and ideal of

Truth. He must establish within himself this standard and

ideal and conform his life, in both word and actions, to that

standard and ideal, if he expects to stand as an honest and

upright man. If he consciously or intentionally evades or vio-

lates that standard of truth, he sins against both himself and

Nature, and is dishonest. This presents a n»w aspect of the

.subject of Honesty and Dishonesty, which may pn)ve some-
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what startling. Study it, however, and you will find that it is

both logical and right.

The underlying motive and intent of a word or an act deter-

mine whether or not the word or act is honest, or dishonest.

Motive is a premeditated, intelligent, impelling force of the

consciousness. It is a thing within the soul which prompts us

to do things. It is the internal, impelling force. It differs

from Impulse, in that it is premeditated ; while an Impulse is a

sudden, unpremeditated force which im^Dcls us to do things.

Intent is the existing determination to do a thing, in the

mind of the individual, at the time the thing is done.

Every act committed, every word spoken, consciously or

unconsciously, has its motive and intent. We may not defi-

nitely realize that there is an existing motive and intent in the

soul, at the time we commit the act; nevertheless, in the back-

ground of our consciousness there is a definite and fixed motive,

impulse and intent.

Motive and Intent are a vital thing in this life; for upon

the motive and intent rests the constructiveness or destructive-

ness of every word. and act of our life. In law, one of the

essential bases upon which justice is meted out is the Motive

and Intent which impel a criminal to commit an offense. The

judges and juries work for hours, days, months, sometimes even

years, to work out the criminal's Motive and Intent, before

rendering judgment upon him. Because of this vital impor-

tance in relation to our lives, we ought to give them more time

and attention, that we always may be sure of ourselves, and

determine in just how far we are conforming our lives to the

Constructive Principle of Nature.

The Motive and Intent of an act determine whether or not

it is constructive or destructive. If a man deliberately pre-

meditates and commits an act which he knows to be wrong, and

is impelled by this premeditated force; and if, at the time he

commits the act, he has the definite Intention in his mind to do

it, then his act is destructive. If he plans in his mind to tell a

deliberate falsehood and, with this intention in mind, con-

sciously violates the truth, then he is dishonest.
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Thus, Motive and Intent constitute a vital subject, worthy

of every individual's study and consideration.

There is a quotation from "The Great Work" which says:

"It is an established and accepted rule or principle of

ethics, that knowledge is an essential element and factor at the

foundation of Moral Accountability and Personal Responsibil-

ity. That is to say, there can be no such thing as Moral Ac-

countability and Personal Responsibility without knowledge.

Under the great Law of Spiritual Unfoldment, men and women

are morally accountable and personally responsible for their

acts and conduct to the full limit of their individual knowledge,

other things being equal. But the law does not bind them, nor

hold them morally accountable, nor personally responsible,

bej'ond that limit. Therefore, the moral accountability and

personal responsibility of an individual, at any given time,

depend upon the amount of knowledge he possesses, other con-

siderations being equal."

From this quotation we are given two vital facts:

1. Knoxvledge is the basis of personal responsibility and

moral accountability.

2. We are held responsible for our acts only insofar as we

have knowledge of their right or wrong.

If we know that a certain act is unlawful or wrong, and

still we commit it, then are we held responsible for that act,

and we commit a sin against ourselves as well as against

Nature. If we commit this same act not knowing it to be

wrong, and having no knowledge of its unlawfulness, then we

are not held responsible, and commit no sin.

So it is with Truth. If we know the truth in regard to a

certain incident, and with this knowledge in mind, we deliber-

ately evade or violate the truth, then we are dishonest. IJut, if

we have not tl'.e truth of the matter and, without this knowl-

edge violate or evade the truth, then we arc not dishonest but

if/norantly hoiust.

I'or cxainpli-: Su[)p()sc ;i woman comes into possession of

certain news concerning her sister-in-law. which slic knows to

be true. In tlic evening, when her husband returns she is im-

j)elle(l to le'l liim tliis bit of news. She is aware that her huS-
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band is very fond of his sister, and knows that this bit of news

will please him. She is jealous of the sister, and believes that

if she tells her husband the gist of the news, but evades the

real truth of it, she iiiay cause him tp suspect his sister. With

this motive in her soul, and this intent in her mind, she delib-

erately evades the real truth of the matter, and gives the hus-

band but an imperfect view of it. This woman is downright

dishonest, because she has knowledge, yet iviolates truth, and

is therefore held responsible for her act.

On the other hand, slie learns of an incident concerning her

sister-in-law, and believes it is true. She tells her husband of

the incident, witli the motive and intent to please him. The

next day, however, she learns that the story is not true and that

she has given a wrong version of it. . Later she correc-ts her-

self. In this case the woman was honest, for she acted accord-

ing to the best of her knowledge at the time, and with a worthy

motive and intent in her soul. She did not commit a sin, for

she had no knowledge when she related the incident. However,

if, after learning the truth, she held to her original story and

repeated it, then she would have been dishonest, and would be

held accountable insofar as she. hadr knowledge.

We all are quite well educated on the subject of dishonesty,

in its many forms and phases. We have come in contact with

it since our birth, and unfortunately, it, is an ever-present evil

among us, which we cannot avoid in our association and con-

tact with others. Mothers are fairly well posted in the knowl-

edge of this evil; .so, the subject will be handled only in a gen-

eral way, in its application to them and their responsibility.

Honesty and dishonesty manifest in two forms: 1. In words,

2. In actions.

An individual manifests dishonesty in words, either by

deliberately stating a falsehood or, by cleverly evading the

truth, in such manner as deliberately to give a wrong impres-

sion.

He manifests dishonesty in actions, by deliberately taking

unto himself things to which he has no moral or legal right, or

by misleading and conveying false impressions through his

actions.
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There are individuals who act a lie^ rather than tell one.

These endeavor to deceive by their actions, or outward manner,

and consider themselves clever by getting away with the tiling

without actually telling a lie. They try to make themselves

believe they have been "perfectly honest"; but such indiv'duals

know, in the depths of their souls, that they have as deliber-

ately and intentionally violated truth and manifested dishon-

esty, as if they had told a deliberate lie. They may deceive

others, but they cannot deceive their own consciences. That

monitor within will register the dishonest act, and retribution

will follow.

Mothers generally are not dishonest in the big things of

l!fe. Most of them realize their grave responsibility in the

matter of truth, and I believe the majority endeavor to dis-

charge their responsibility. But very frequently we find those

among us who indulge in little dishonesties, perhaps unthink-

ingly. These seem so insignificant, to them, that no considera-

tion is given them as dishonesties. In dealing with their chil-

dren they come to regard it as quite legitimate to tell, or act.

falsehoods to the little ones as a matter of discipline. In many

cases they resort to petty dishonesties because they wish to

follow the line of least resistance in dealing with their children

Often these little dishonesties are indulged until they unwit-

tingly become habitual with the mothers.

But—actual, big, dishonest words or ac-t, or small, insignifi

cant, petty ones, all have their direct effects upon the lives and

characters of children, and prove boomerangs to the mothers.

By indulging these dishonesties the mother sets a bad example

to her children and plants the germ of dishonesty in their souls.

Through a habit of her own she leads her children into the

habit of dishonesty, which will continue to grow with tlu'm, and

follow them throughout their lifetimes. This habit, jnrhaps

innocently nurtured by ilic mother, may result in life-impriscm-

ment to her cliild. and cause liim unfold mental, moral and

physical suffering.

A lawyer friend tells of a client who was imprisoned aiul

disgraced before the public on a charge of cotit»inpt of court,

because he told a lie. When asked why he did it, he said it
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was from habit. He went on to tell that, when a boy, his

mother used to tell him "stories", and "little lies". He had

grown into the habit, which had continued after he had grown

up. Tl-.at was what had occurred in the court. He had lied

unconsciously; but he was punished just the same.

There are many ways in which mothers unconsciously ex-

emplify dishonesty in dealing with their children. We all

know the mother who endeavors to discipline her children by

threatening punishments she never inflicts. She says: "Johnny^

if you do that I'll spank you." Johnny does the thing, but

mother doesn't spank. Johnny repeats the offense without

being spanked. In the end, he comes to realize that his mother

just tells him a "fib" to make him do what she wants him to do.

Again she will say: "Johnny, I'll give you a nickel if you'll

go to the store for me." Johnny goes, and when he returns

demands his nickel. Mother makes the excuse that she hasn't

the change, but will give it to him tomorrow, or put it in his

bank. She repeats this excuse on several occasions. In due

time Johnny learns that his mother doesn't do what she prom-

ises. She is therefore dishonest with him.

One day his mother will say: "Johnny, if you will be a

good boy while I am away, and will not cry, I'll bring you some

candy when I return." Johnny promises, and keeps his prom-

ise. The mother attends the function, and gives' no more

thought to her promise to Johnny. The incident is forgotten

so far as she is concerned until she reaches home and Johnny

reminds her of it. It is now too late to supi^ly the candy and

she is forced to make a false excuse, or confess her failure to

keep a promise. The boy is disappointed for, in good faith, he

made a promise and kept it. After this incident is repeated a

few times, Johnny comes to think: "Huh! Mother always lies

to me about candy; so. what's the use of being good.'' I'll get

even. I'll promise next time, but I'll do as I please when she's

gone." Thus, the mother's example takes root in the soul of

her son.

Another mother we are all acquainted with is the mother of

Grace. Grace doesn't like to see her mother go away and leave

her with the maid, or an older sister. So, Grace cries. Mother
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doesn't enjoy this and^ to appease Grace, tells her she will be

back soon. "^lother will stay only half-an-hour." When she

tells this, she knows she is to be gone all afternoon. Yet, fol-

lowing the line of least resistance, she tells this deliberate

fal..chood. She repeats it when occasion arises. Before she is

aware of it, her child has lost confidence in her word and

learned to discredit her promises.

How frequently we hear a mother say: "Robert, if you

don't behave and go to sleep, a big bear will come out of the

dark and get you. Now you better behave, or I'll call tha*^

bear." Robert continues wakeful and mischievous. Mother

calls to the bear to come and get him, but no bear comes. In

lime Robert learns that mother is only "scaring him ". His

VtV.e soul becomes trained to discredit her words, not only in

this incident, but in others.

This incident actually occurred, when I went to call on a

new neighbor: The doorbell was answered by a child about S

years old. When I asked for the lady of the house she in-

formed me that "Mother isn't at home". While preparing to

leave mj' card. I heard a voice exclaim: "Why, Mildred, who

is it? Of course Mother is at home." She then came and

ushered me into the house. She apologized and in an emba."-

ras.sed manner exjilaincd tliat she often had Mildr. d inform

agents, or people she did not care to meet, liiat she was not at

home. She guessed Mildred iiad that in mind at the time shr

made the false statement. She laughed and seemed to think

the incident rather cute.

This jioor woman seemed oblixious to the fact tlial she was

teaching lur ehihl to lie, aiul was setting llie e\;niiple o( ;i

vicious habit to its plastic miiul. She sei'ini'd totally uncon-

scious of the fact that she was cultivating dishonesty which

was sure to grow as the child developed. In perfect frankness

she confessed to a stranger her weakness of eharaeler and lack

of responsibility.

(To he continued)

NoNETA RlCIIAimsoN.
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LETTERS FROM A SAGE

My Dear Professor:

I truly enjoyed reading your beautiful letter. For you

write, not with tlie arrogance of those shallow, petty minds,

who because they have been enabled to imbibe a little learning

in the so-called Schools of exact physical Science, think that

tliey have acquired the sum total of knowledge concerning the

wondrous laws of Nature, and have set themselves up as demi-

gods, whose "yea" and "nay" settle with a definite finality all

of the riddles of tlie universe; but rather, you exemplify the

humble spirit of the true scientific investigator.

For you say, that "in your search for a knowledge of the

laws and principles that are back of all the various phenom-

ena of the physical world, you have delved deeply into all that

the modern physical and chemical sciences have to offer. And

everywhere you seem to meet with a stone wall. For your most

refined apparatus, your most delicate instrument can take you

so far and no farther in your search for the causes back of all

this marvelous and ever-changing phenomena.

"And yet you seem to feel that there must be some method

of piercing this veil of matter, of breaking through this con-

glomerated mass of effects and getting, as it were, behind the

scenes, into the realm of causes.

"Ever since you were a child," you say, "there has been a

half-formed and ever-growing conviction, that you have been

guided in your researches. For in your moments of extreme

concentration, when you were working upon some acute scien-

tific problem, and you seemed apparently to have arrived at the

limit of your mental capacity, suddenly a thought, a new idea,

perfectly crystallized, would break through into your con-

sciousness and completely solve your problem for you.

"And often, in your moments of reflection, you have wan-
dered whence came these thoughts. Who sent them, for surely,

thoughts do not grow of their own accord.^ Somewhere, some
time, some how, there must have been a Thinker for every
thought that ever was originated.
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"And then as vou meditate, it dawns upon you as to just

how really insignificant is all this so-called exact science. Fo.

did not the gre;t Newton assert that Matter of itself was lat-

ent inert, and would not move unless acted upon by som.

force And although vour science has made a very careful and

remarkablv exact classification of data concerning the phenom-

ena of effects, yet concerning the tremendous forces which are

back of and produce this phenomena, it knows very little, it

anything at all."
, , t k

'

And so vou write to me wondering if possibly I may be

enabled to guide you in your search for more knowledge.

Vh my dear Friend, how little does the world realize the

true source of all of its present knowledge. Would it surprise

you much if I should tell you that there is today in existence a

definite school of exact science, which transcends by far the

limitations of all the so-called schools of modern science ? 1
hat

this school has a history which is hoary with antiquity
;

that the

Masters in this school liave actually solved many of the prob-

lems which trouble the minds of the modern physical scientists.

That this school is and ever lias been back of all llic great con-

structive movements in the history of the world? That mauy.

if not all. of the historical characters who have done most to

mold and shape the destiny of nations, to inculcate new ideas

and to instill into the minds of men Truths conccrnnig the laws

of Nature, have been actual members in this school }

Look you, Socrates, Plato, Jesus, Buddha! Thiuk for a

moment oi the fact that Confucius, living in the sixth century

II C, discoursed with his disciples upon the beauties oi the

helio-centric system, whereas it has not been so many years ago

ll.al our so-called modern sciences have rediscovered th- fa »

that the Sun is the center of our little planetary system a.ul the

earth, in company with its sister planets, revolve around .t

tlH.s proving that Confucius knew .hfiuil. ly eoncern.ng that

upon which lie was discoursing.

Ah yes, my friend, the Great Sclmol of Natural .Scene,

thousands of 'years ag.., discovered that man is a min.ature

universe. And .just as the universe is a Trinity, composed of

Matter. Life and Intelligence, so likewise is man a lnn.l>.
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For truly, he is built in the likeness and image of Go:l. And

since man is able to sense the physical side of Nature because

of the fact that lie has a pliysical body and physical senses

correlated to this physical material, so likewise is he able

through fei definite process of training to sense and know some-

thing concerning the inner world of causes, which for want of a

better name has been called the spiritual world.

And this he can do because of the fact that in his economy

exists the same kind of material and the same force of which

the universe itself is composed.

And so, my dear professor, do you not begin in some meas-

ure to realize the absurdity of attempting to sense the spiritual

world of causes, with purely physical instruments.'' For ac-

cording to the teachings of the Great Scliool, this spiritual

world is composed of material which is many times finer in

particle and much higher in rate of vibration than the most

refined substance yet known to physical Science.

And do you not, then, begin to appreciate the wondrous

Wisdom of the School when it tells you definitely, that there is

only one normal, constructive way to consciously function in

this finer world, and that is through man's development and

awakening of his spiritual senses.'' Surely, it is logical, is it

not, physical senses for physical material and spiritual senses

for spiritual material ?

So, my dear Friend, there is hope for you, for you are a

true seeker after knowledge. For having knocked, shall the

door be opened unto you. And coming as you do, with true

Humility and Gentleness of Spirit, gradually will you be led

into the pathway of knowledge ; and with your spiritual senses

fully awakened while yet in the body will you consciously enter

into the light of that glorious world of causes, wherein lies the

models of all that you see in this physical realm.

And then, having come and seen and conquered, you will

return to your physical science, M-ith a fuller and grander

appreciation of God's Work and Will. And then, to your co-

workers and contemporaries in the world of physical sciences,

which is purely and simply the world of effects, you will be

able to say: "Oh, my friends, there is a greater and grander
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science than all of the physical sciences combined. And that

is the science of the Soul. For marvelous as are the inven-

tions and wondrous as are the mechanical devices of our pres

ent materialistic civilization, what. I pray you, does it ali

amount to if mankind is not happy? We are gaining the whole

world and losing our Souls.

Listen, my friends, man is more than a pliysical body. In

his mad scramble and greed for tilings, he is forgetting hie

Divine Heritage and that he is also a spiritual being, and even

as his physical body needs to be comforted and fed, so likewise

must his Soul be fed. Otherwise it dies of starvation.

Look you, although you may believe it not, I can see with

the vision of a Seer. For not only do I see physical things

witli my physical eyes, but likewise with my spiritual eyes do I

see into the spiritual world. And know truly. Oh my friends,

that man does continue to live on in tliis spiritual world whicli

is around and above and within; and know you above all tilings

that his liappiness there depends absolutely upon his life and

actions here. For inevitable is the Law "Tliat as a man sow-

eth, so, surely will lie reap."

For is not Happiness tliat whicli all the world is aseeking?

And the only truly liapjiy man is he who at all times lives up

to the highest dictates of his conscience which is the voice of

his inmost Soul. I'or in thus doing has man aligned himself

with a'l that is constructive in the universe. For the Soul of

man can only be fed as he lives a moral life, a healthy, active,

puri)osefuI existence; denying nothing, scorning nothing, con-

demning nothing, but utilizing all things for Good.

And tlius he will dcveloj) within himself a radiance and

glory, for the inner man will awaken and his spiritual eyes will

open and he will see into the spiritual world and know Iruly

that back of, and around and within every physical luaniftsta-

tion lies a more enduring spiritual model. .\nd then will Ha])-

pincss reign supreme in his soul, for he will lia\c found liis

true spiritual home."

Sincerely your friend,

G.G.
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PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES

During this long journey in a never-ending search for

knowledge and spiritual growth, there has come to me, at times,

as I presume it has come to many others who are making sim-

ilar endeavors with the same goal in mind, an alarming sense

of the limitation and inadequacy of the means and the methods

used. There has often swept through mj^ consciousness now

and then, a tidal wave of fears, doubts, and questionings, which

all but wash away the supports and foundations upon which

my religious and philosophical consciousness rests. I stand

abashed at my lack of knowledge in spite of my study. Every-

where I find confusing contradictions, which worry. I question

my beliefs. I doubt the facts of nature upon which I have

based my psychic life, wondering if the}' are really true, and

wondering if they are of value in advancing me toward the goal

of my soul's longing. I am uncertain that my practices will

bring out the results for which I have hoped. I am all but

wrecked in a sea of doubt, and feel myself forsaken and float-

ing toward the sea of derelicts.

These questions and correlated ones have taken hold of me
(and these times of stress re-occur with a certain periodic

surety, the law of which I do not fully comprehend) daj'S,

which I call "dry" days. There have been days, whicli I can

term "wet" days, when I seem to absorb something of an up-

lifting nature, something of divine nature and life itself

—

absorb it from the very ether. But that sweet satisfaction is

entirely missing on those "dry" days. Then, I am spiritually

dry. I feel parched. My soul cries out for running waters of

life. I thirst for a quenching draught of those divine waters.

And it is in these "dry" days, when come the fears, doubts and
questions.

I move very slowly, spiritually. What I hope to accom-
plish in a short time has a way of eluding me. And I catch

only a particular point of my desire, or nothing at all. Prog-
ress appears uncertain and elusive.

That is why I have looked about me, and Have tried to find
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some method, the acceptance of whicli will satisfy the craving

of the heart, and the practice of which will bring the satisfac-

tion of knowing that I do really progress, that my soul is un-

folding, and that I am advancing along the way. in line with

my ideals and desires for the soul's completion and perfection

It has been at such times, in such stresses of soul hunger

that I have given attention to certain formulas and practices

which have been proclaimed as beneficent m the process of soul-

development or "spiritualization".

I have read of men who by such practicei have become

"wise". I know that it is most desirable to become wise. I

know that it is through knowledge and understanding that the

soul progresses. I believe that men maj'^ "love" and by so

doing earn for themselves a definite unity with Nature and

their God. They surely find themselves in harmony wit'^

everything about them. I believe that men, by the practice of

service and labor for mankind, without selfish thought, will

reach a high spiritual state of consciousness. But above all

that, there seems to be a state of perhaps higher consciousness

which can only result from knowing and understanding. Tlicre

is an unity with Nature, and a power as well, that comes with

knowledge and wisdom.

It is by experience that tlie soul learns. It is by experience

that the soul makes new contacts, and the consciousness is ex-

panded and the soul enriched. And so it comes to me that

experiences, such experiences which will bring new knowledge,

are the most important thing for the soul's unfoldmcnt.

And as I am then thinking of things spiritual, it is <juitc

natural that my attention and thought will be directed to what

many have called "psychic experiences". I know that there arc

many experiences in this material world which have no! fallen

to m)' lot. I know that I have much to learn from thcin. No

one in a life-time <'an get all the knowledge that this world has

to give. The best that one can do is to l«-arn somethinir of

those things which come directly under oik's personal ()l)scrv-

ance. .1 am thoroughly aware, too, of how little real knowledge

is thus obtained. If does not re(|uire much insight into hiniinn

nature to make one realize that most of the opport uuit ics near
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at hand for the acquisition of experience and knowledge are

passed by, and are never given even a side glance.

But I have found that in the days of soul searching, in the

"dry" days, there comes a turning away of the attention from

the physical world. A doubt takes possession of me as to the

ultimate value of the experiences and knowledge to be gained

here. My mind wanders oH", and I crave for otlier experiences^

other knowledges which can be obtained only through the

development and utilization of other senses than those needed

in this physical world.

In my study. I have felt tliat the possibilities of gaining

knowledge are ever far beyond my comprehension and capac-

ities. Men in times past, and in modern times as well, have

spoken and written of other realms and planes of activities of

which from personal experience I know nothing. But I cannot

doubt them. I must surely admit the possibility of the con-

sciousness being so expanded that fields of experiences, other

than the physical can be entered. All that I have learned has

led me to this conviction.

And so in times past, I have been assailed with the tempta-

tion, for it is indeed a temptation, to develop the spiritual

senses, and so be able to gain knowledge from what has been

called "psychic experiences". I have been tempted to develop

"psychic" powers ( .''). I have had the longing to learn of other

planes at first hand. It has piqued my curiosity and desire for

knowledge. It has intrigued my imagination. And in all fair-

ness I must not refrain from adding, that there would have

been a great satisfaction, and a boost to my vanity and egotis-

tical pride, if I had succeeded in fully yielding to the tempta-

tion.

I have reasoned with myself, that if "occultists" and many
self-styled teachers have advised the development, and if those

who have accomplished the developmnt are to be believed, then

surely it is a method of growing that will lead upward.

But as I move slowly, ever so slowly along the spiritual

path, and the "wet" days come again, and joys come from the

little every-day experiences of this physical life (I mean, by

that, the functioning of the consciousness in this physical
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plane), I have come to learn and know, too, that the process of

such development is ever overshadowed with many and great

dangers.

It is not to be overlooked that the really wise ones of all

ages have warned against the too sudden acquisition of the use

of the spiritual senses. And I know the great wisdon hack .of

their admonitions.

And so, with more poise, I liave asked myself just what

have I expected to gain by ilie development of spiritual sight

and hearing, by any process of "forcing". One might achie\c

what one sets out to accomplish, bj^ following certain rules and

practices found to be effective, but there has come to my mind

the question as just what value to the soul in its unfoldmcnt.

might be the results of any hot-house forcing of the senses into

sentiency in other planes than the one in which I now find my-

self. With the acquisition of the spiritual senses will I be

given a more definite impulse on the pathway of progress.''

Will my soul necessarily be enriclied and brought into a greater

consciousness of itself, and its own elements and essential

essence.'* W^ill I thereafter progress with greater strides to-

ward completion and perfection.'' Will I become a being of

higher order? Will I be elected to the class of the "chosen".''

My experiences have taught me that it would do none of

these things, necessarily. I have learned that the mere ability

to hear and see spiritually is not primarily significant of Soul

Unfoldmcnt. Indeed, I know the very opposite can be the

case. Nature has her own particular and specific way to bring

a man to his high estate. Nature, from what I can Icarii oi

her methods, is surely, if slowly evolving man, so that al the

appointed time lie may come into possession and use of all his

senses and ca))acities and powers. I believe that he is advanc-

ing toward .some definiU- manifeslalion of i'erfeetion.

lint Nature will not be thwarted in her designs. If she

bestows gifts and adornments, she will nol he ehealed of her

eompensalion. And she demands that man will iini'oid in ae-

eordanee with her eonslriiet i\c laws, or he will snll'er losses,

and MMisf also pay the penally.

I have also learned Ihal the a((|uisit ion of the use of the
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spiritual senses, instead of indicating growth, might be a dis-

play of disease, retrogression and degeneracy. Some individ-

uals under the influence of an anaethetic liave opened the spir-

itual sense channels. Under the hypnotic control others have

been enabled to hear and to see spiritually. But have they

progressed toward the goal of the human soul? Have they

become more spiritual ?

I have studied "mediums", and I have never been able to

discern anytliing about them and their practices, and knowl-

edges acquired, that would lead an intelligent man to declare

that they are representatives of a higher intelligence than are

the people who patronize them. I find them no wi^rer because

of their ability to glimpse the spiritual realms, than is the mass

of befuddled humanity. I do not get any intimation from my
observations, that they have been singled out by the "masters"

for any special wisdom or knowledge. I would also be very

loath to place any credence or faith in their boasted knowledge

which they might gain through their "psychic experiences".

Rather, on the other hand, I have seen them to be usually,

badly developed, lop-sided, superstitious, possibly disease-

tainted, weak-willed and intellectually deficient. In the mental

scale, I must place them below the average. That is not saying

much for their "experiences", is it ?

So I have the conviction that however fascinating any

experience of a psychical nature might be. and how wondrous

and magical appears the knowledge so obtained, the "forcing"

of the use of any sense, capacity or power possessed by man,

can only be made with great danger of hindering the progres-

sion and unfoldment of the Soul. It is only when a man has

opened up his spiritual sense channels by adhering to Nature's

Laws, living a life in strict accordance with them, fitting har-

moniously into Nature's scheme of evolution, living morally,

neglecting nor slighting no power or faculty which makes for

progress, does he expand his soul consciousness, add to his

psychic life real experiences of value, and obtain knowledge

from the spiritual realms which may become a part of his soul's

heritage.

The term "psychic experience" may, perhaps, be mislead-
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ing. A "soul experience" is surely an experience that tlie soul

appropriates as its own, and by so doing is enriched, and con-

sciousness is tliereby exj^anded and enlarged. It may be seen,

then, that while, in the strictest sense of the word, all experi-

ences are recognized by tlie soul, it does not follow that the

soul will be lifted by all unto a condition and state of con-

sciousness tending toward j^jcrfection. But if the practices of

the soul, and the knowledge gained from experiences do not

cause to be manifested in a greater degree, the supremacy of

the Soul Element in man, then it cannot be said that tlie man

has really entertained "soul or psychic experiences". Should

a man in all his study and endeavors only succeed in bringing

into higher development his animal propensities, even though

b}' the use of liis spiritual senses, it cannot then be said tliat lie

in reality has had 'soul or psychic experiences".

Each day it is made more apparent to me that the thing to

do is to function here with the senses we have use of. to the

best of our ability. I find it better to make well-rounded the

powers and faculties of the soul, by the opportunities for un-

foldment that I find at hand in my experiences in this physical

plane. It is better to carry into the center of my soul, a con-

.seiousness of the essential meaning of these experiences, rather

than to cast a covetous eye at knowledges and experiences for

wiiich I have not been prepared. I believe it is well to make

my work here as nearh' perfect as I can. And by so doing. I

believe I am preparing my soul for its proper fulfillment.

To me, a man who can scrub a floor or clean a window

with some semblance of perfection is on the way to his soul's

unfoldment more surely than is the dabbler and inusscr in hit's

work, or the nibblcr after knowledge for which he lias nol filled

himself.

No man who will not do his work in this realm by Nature's

decrees can cx|)criencc soul unfoldment, even though he may

force into use the spiritual senses. Nature will ever lake can-

that man gets what he earns. Nothing more and nothing less.

And the experiences which tend toward soul dc\i'Iopinent and

unfoldment are those which are in harmony with the condition

and state of the soul's progress or unfoldment at the moment.

IlAr.DAN Thomas.
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THE QUESTION BOX

Question: I wish to relate to you an experience which I

have often repeated, but which I do not understand in every

detail. Perhaps the incident, together with the questions I

shall ask, will be suitable for the Question Box.

It was in the daytime and I had lain down to relax and

rest. My mind was active and intense, my gaze meanwhile

being fixed on the ceiling. While in this attitude, physically

and mentally, there floated across my vision, a kind of fleecy

cloud of delicate yellowish-green color. When I diverted my
attention from it the cloud disappeared. Wlien I focused my
attention upon the vision again,, the color would reappear.

While the color was in the field of vision, I could not see the

ceiling. Later I found that I could repeat the experience at

will, not instantly but gradually. By increasing the tenseness

of my attention I became able to see blue also, and finally

indigo. I cannot say that I have seen violet distinctly. This

experience seems to vary a little from your description of see-

ing the magnetic colors ; consequently I wish to ask these ques-

tions :

1. Why do I not first pass into darkness?

2. Why do I not see red."*

.'{. Is the experience entirely constructive?

4. Should I, without personal guidance, seek its further

development, provided it is constructive?

Answer: 1. You do not consciously pass into darkness for

the reason that you have already passed that state without

being aware of that fact. If you were indeed just at the

beginning of the process of unfolding your spiritual sense of

sight, you would pass into darkness as the first step. But inas-

much as you have already passed that stage of unfoldment, you

take up the color scheme at the point which represents your

already developed spiritual status which is the color you have

indicated.

2. The same explanation answers your question as to why
vou do not see red.
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'.^. If as you have stated, you are able to control the condi-

tion, you may be sure that the process is constructive just so

long as vou can do that.

4. If you will make that the condition upon which you con-

tinue vour development, I see no reason why you may not

safely "continue the experiment without danger of invoking the

destructive process. This, however, is a matter which you

must not fail to keep in mind and at every step be sure that you

really do find yourself able to control the process absolutely.

In other words, be mindful always of the Wakeful Conscious-

ness.

Question : As I understand it, the thirteen globes or planes

composing this world of ours are concentric, all interpenetrat-

ing-. But the surface of the first spiritual plane is far out

be'vond the limits of the physical plane, and the second beyond

that of tlie first, etc. This means, then, if my reasoning is cor-

rect, that a person in the physical body is really inside of the

.spiritual globe.

Now, when the spiritual sense of vision—of a physically

embodied individual-awakens, is the individual looking into

the bowels of the spiritual world, or on the surface ?

Answer: You are correct in your understanding that a

physically embodied individual represents a composite organ-

ism of physical and spiritual interpenetrating each other with

the physical, or coarsest body, nearest the center. The physical

sense of sight registers only upon the physical world of mat-

ter Hence, is looking oi.tward from the center. Now assume

that a higher sense of visicm-let us say that corresponding to

the first spiritual plane-unfolds, and the individual at tin-

center, namelv the indivi.h.al consciousness, is able to look on

outward past the physical world into the first spiritual plane

It is just as natural for the individual intelligence, or Soul, to

continue looking outward from the center into and even to the

outward bounds of the first spiritual. Now suppose that he

.l,.vcl..ps a sense of vision that will coordinate with the second

spiritual plane. He is still looking ..utwar.l fron, the same

...nlcr. but looking <-vcn beyond the limits of the first spiritual

plane an.l into the conditions of the .second; but he .s st.U lo..k-
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ing outward from the center. Now follow the development

until the individual is able to coordinate his sense of vision with

the highest and most refined spiritual plane of this planet. He
is still looking outward from the original center (so long as he

is still in the physical body).

My impression is that you have confused yourself by the

meaning you have given to the term "concentric".

Question: Is decaying food fit for human consumption?

Answer: Not in the sense I understand you are using the

term "decaying". By this I mean tlie process of decomposi-

tion which is the direct opposite or antithesis of growth and

development. It is true that food of any kind which is taken

into the physical body through the process of mastication, ab-

sorption, digestion and assimilation, goes through a chemicaliz-

ing process which reduces it to a state that will meet each and

all of those processes ; but this is not the condition of decay to

which your question refers.

Question: What is the School's attitude toward a student

who assumes "vows of poverty",

(a) If the student has no dependents.^

(b) If the student has dependents?

Answer: The School would not assume to judge any stu-

dent who should adopt such an attitude toward individual life

—even though it might not be in sympathy with his views. If

I might speak from a personal experience, one who desirer, to

devote his life and efforts to the good of his fellowman, will

experience quite a sufficiency of poverty without the necessity

of taking any "vows '. In fact, most of our fellowmen who

are sufficiently altruistic as to devote themselves unselfishly to

the cause of humanity, find that their most difficult problem is

to avoid poverty sufficiently to make a success of their altruistic

endeavors. I observe that you make a distinction—or would

suggest such—between those who have dependents and those

who have not. By this j'ou undoubtedly mean dependents as

tlie term is used in our man-made laws.

But I am going to present the subject to you from a slightly

different angle: Do you believe it possible for any normally

healthv individual to live in the midst of society and have no
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"dependents"? In other words, by what right does any man

—

in the midst of present-day civilization—assume that it is pos-

sible for him to divest himself of personal responsibility to

share in the world's xcoi-k, and thereby make himself a con-

structive factor in the world's responsibilities?

TK.

NOTICE

We wish to call the attention of our readers to the Christ-

mas (December) issue of our magazine. In this issue will

appear the first of a series of articles on the interesting and

significant subject of
—"The Brotherhood of Man", written by

the TK. Tliis is the first time in the history of The Great

Work in America that this subject has ever been formulated

into a scientific definition with analysis and detailed informa-

tion, and given to the world by The Great School. In fact, we

believe this is the first time in the history of this world that

this subject has been dealt with by any of our foremost writers.

We believe our readers will not only find it of especial interest,

bill will derive from it much value and help in their efforts to

exemj)lify the Spirit of the Work in their own lives and in the

true "Brotherhood of Man".

Assistant Kditou.
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